ELDERCARE TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

Technology to Strengthen Operations
Health information technology (HIT) is now commonplace in hospitals, primary care offices and research facilities.
It has transformed the way many patients receive care and improved the flow of information between physicians.
Unfortunately, there has been less focus on its use in long-term care (LTC) facilities.
The growing number of residents in LTC and senior communities are fueling the need for a more significant expansion
of HIT. Radianse developed a patented set of technologies that are increasing staff safety, reducing manual tasks,
simplifying processes and ultimately improving resident care.
Radianse technologies are proven with large scale deployments in medical facilities across the United States. Brigham
and Women’s Hospital achieved a 50 percent reduction in lost equipment in its initial pilot program and is now using the
solution across its facilities for equipment, staff and patient management.

INCREASE STAFF EFFICIENCY

Depending on the size of your facility, finding staff in real-time can be a challenge. The Radianse system allows you to
quickly see the precise location of all staff in real-time. Staff can also send notifications through the same system to
inform others of emergent situations regardless of their location inside or outside your physical building.
✔✔ Visual overview of real-time staff locations with individual information for each staff member.
✔✔ Automated timecards for easy integration with existing back-office systems.
✔✔ Notification system for staff to inform others of urgent situations regardless if they are located inside or outside
the physical building.
✔✔ Designed to work seamlessly alongside other healthcare technology ensuring no interference.
✔✔ Automatic recording of staff and resident engagement to increase efficiency with record keeping.

www.radianse.com

TECHNOLOGY FOR HEALTHCARE

Radianse has a global patent portfolio with over 38 patents across the United States, Canada, Japan, Europe,
Australia, and Hong Kong . Visit our website to learn how UPMC Pinnacle put our technology to work and generated
a return on its investment in twelve months.

VISITOR MANAGEMENT
Residents and staff aren’t the only people your facility needs to monitor. Many senior living facilities use manual, tedious
solutions to record visitors. One system from Radianse can bring visitor management online and reduce the manual
record keeping.
✔✔ Easy to use kiosks for more extensive facilities.
✔✔ Real-time location information for visitors and historical location record keeping.
✔✔ Notification system for visitors to inform staff of urgent situations.
✔✔ Automatic storage of digital visitation records.

EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT
Finding and tracking equipment is another mundane tasks that Radianse can streamline for your facility. Our system
automates this process, so staff is no longer burdened with time-consuming searches and record keeping.
✔✔ Easy to use search functionality on your computer or mobile device.
✔✔ Digital management of equipment inspections and maintenance.
✔✔ Monitor real-time temperature and humidity conditions for sensitive equipment.
✔✔ Customizable tag buttons to communicate maintenance needs.

RADIANSE: THE COMPANY YOU TRUST
Radianse is a leading provider of real-time Internet of Things (IoT) devices and systems for the intelligent edge. Our cloudbased software and patented application of AI enable on-demand business intelligence for organizations worldwide. Radianse
helps organizations remove the physical boundaries of connectivity and pushes intelligence further to the edge. If it emits a
signal, Radianse enables you to manage it.

To explore how we can help your organization, contact a Radianse sales executive
at 877-681-1699 or visit Radianse online at www.radianse.com
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